Currently Open on Saturday 9:00 - 12:00 until August 31
Home Grown Products
- Royal Door is a local manufacturer that uses Canadian made
materials to construct all of their products.
- Using woods which are climatized for our Canadian seasons,
the quality and construction of our doors are made to last.
- Off-shore products may be less expensive, but they are made
with inferior materials and are hazardous to the environment
as they are not regulated by any government organization.
- Royal Door only uses CSA approved materials and abides by
our strict environmental regulations.
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Although exotic woods look
beautiful and have unique
apperances, wood from a
dry-warm climate will not last
in Canada as it is not tempered
to our harsh weather.
African Zebra

Canadian Made suited for Our Climate
Suitable Woods
Finger Joint Pine (Paint Grade)
Recycled Pine products which are glued
together, provides stability to the doors
and can help you cut costs when painting.
Clear Pine (Paint or Stain Grade)
A Veneered skin covers the finger joint,
ideal for painting and can also be stained
or apply a clear urethane for a rustic look.
Red Oak (Stain Grade)
A dense wood with a tight grain, our oak
has a bold colour which comes to life when
stained and makes your doors stand out.
Soft Maple (Stain Grade)
A subtle wood with a silky finish and loose
grain.
Western Red Cedar (Stain Grade)
Exceptional for high-moisture areas and
exterior applications, it’s reddish-brown hue
and distinctive smell gives a rustic atmosphere.

Door of the Month
- A classic look with a modern
touch to give any traditional
home a new feel.
- Small panes allow light to
enter the home and still
offer a great deal of privacy.
- The dark oak is contrasted
well with the light that peers
through the glass.
- This style also works well as
an interior “showpiece” door
for a library or office.

#84: Offset Glass

*Courtesy: “Rosseau Cottage,
Muskoka Lakes”

